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Abstract This paper presents a vision-based system for maritime surveillance, using moving PTZ cameras. The proposed methodology fuses a visual
attention method that exploits low-level image features appropriately selected
for maritime environment, with appropriate tracker, without making any assumptions about environmental or visual conditions. The offline initialization
is based on large graph semi-supervised technique. System’s performance was
evaluated with videos from cameras placed at Limassol port and Venetian port
of Chania. Results suggest high detection ability, despite dynamically changing
visual conditions and different kinds of vessels, all in real time.
Keywords vision-based system · maritime surveillance · semi-supervised
learning · visual attention maps · vehicle tracking

1 Introduction
Pirate attacks [1], unlicensed fishing trailers [2], human trafficking [3] and
smuggling are only few, among a wide range, of criminal activities known
to the maritime domain. Additionally, all ships are vulnerable to problems
from weather conditions, faulty design or human errors. Management of such
crises and emergency situations can be supported by advanced surveillance
systems suitable for complex environments. Indeed, given the enormous size of
coast lines and the plethora of vehicle types, effective surveillance is considered
extremely hard to obtain, without using the appropriate systems.
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The architecture of such systems vary from radar-based to video-based
approaches. Radar technology is commonly used in such systems [32] providing
accurate detection results. There are, however, two major drawbacks; it is
quite expensive and its performance is highly affected by various factors, such
as material of objects and echoes returned from targets, which are out of
interest (e.g. the ground, sea, or buildings). Computer vision is an alternative
approach, consisting of various techniques, each one with specific advantages
and drawbacks. Nevertheless, the majority of such systems are used postfactum and, in most cases, they are controlled by humans, who are responsible
for monitoring and evaluating numerous video feeds simultaneously.
The challenge of advanced surveillance systems is to process and present
collected sensor data, in an intelligent and meaningful way, to give a sufficient information support to human decision makers [14]. Towards this direction, major research effort has been conducted for automatically detecting
and tracking vessels at sea through visual cues. Generally, in maritime environments, detection and tracking of vessels is inherently depended on dynamically
varying visual conditions (e.g. varying lighting and reflections of sea, wind and
rain). So, to successfully design a vision-based surveillance system, we have to
carefully define both its operation requirements and vessels’ characteristics.
On the one hand, concerning operation requirements, as described in [27],
a system should fulfill specific requirements in order to be of practical use. At
first, it must determine possible targets within a scene containing a complex,
moving background. Additionally, the system must not produce false negatives
and keep as low as possible the number of false positives. Since we are talking
about surveillance system, it must be fast and highly efficient, operating at a
reasonable frame rate and for long time periods using a minimal number of
scene-related assumptions.
On the other hand, the characteristics of vessels at sea vary greatly, making
tracking further more difficult. Regardless of variation, there are four major
descriptive categories. First comes the size. Vessels size ranges from jet-skis
to large cruise ships. Secondly, we have the moving speed. Vessels can be stationary or moving objects with varying speeds. Thirdly, we deal with angle
view of view. Vessels move to any direction, according to the camera position,
and thus their angle varies from 0◦ to 360◦ . Finally, there is vehicles’ visibility.
Some vessels have a good contrast to the sea water while others are intentionally camouflaged. A robust maritime surveillance system must be able to
detect vessels having any of the above properties.

1.1 Related Work
In this paper emphasis is given to visual-based surveillance systems. The main
purpose is detection and tracking of targets within camera’s range, rather
than their trajectory patterns’ investigation [16],[28] or their classification in
categories of interest [21]. The system’s main purpose is to support end-user
in monitoring coastlines, regardless of existing conditions.
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Voles et al. [29] proposed a method for object detection, based on anisotropic diffusion, which has high computational cost and performs well only
for horizontal and vertical edges. Socek et al. [26] presented a method that
fuses a foreground object detection technique with image color segmentation
to improve accuracy. In [6],[7] a maritime surveillance system mainly focuses on
finding regions in images, where is a high likelihood of a vessel being present, is
proposed. In [8], the aforementioned system was expanded by adding a sea/sky
classification approach based on Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG). The
authors of [25] proposed a method for securing port facilities by automatically
detecting various vessel classes using a trained set of MACH filters.
All of the above approaches adopt offline learning methods that are sensitive to accumulation errors and difficult to generalize for various vessel types,
angles and environmental/visual conditions. Wijnhoven et al. [30] utilized an
online trained classifier, based on HOG. However, retraining takes place when
a human user manually annotates the new training set. In [27] an adaptive
background subtraction technique is proposed for vessels extraction. Unfortunately, when a target is almost homogeneous is difficult, for the background
model, to learn such environmental changes without misclassifying the target.
More recent approaches are the works of Makantasis et al. [19] and Kaimakis
et al. [15]. The former, utilizes a fusion of Visual Attention Map (VAM) and
background subtraction algorithm, based on Mixture Of Gaussians (MOG),
to produce a refined VAM. These features are fed to a neural network tracker,
which is capable of online adaptation. The latter, utilized statistical modelling
of the scene’s non-stationary background to detect targets implicitly. No a
priori knowledge about their appearance is required. Both cases were based
on monocular video data.
A comparative evaluation of anomaly detection algorithms, for maritime
video surveillance, using ground based videos, can be found in [10]. Their
work emphasize on algorithms that automatically learn anomaly detection
models for maritime vessels, where the tracks are derived from ground-based
optical video, and no domain-specific knowledge is employed. Some models for
anomaly detection can be created manually, by eliciting anomaly models in
the form of rules from experts [24], but this may be impractical if experts are
not available, cannot easily provide these models, or the elicitation cost may
be high.

1.2 Our contribution
A careful examination of the proposed methodologies on visual maritime surveillance suggest that specific points have to be addressed. Firstly, a system needs
to combine both supervised and unsupervised tracking techniques, in order to
exploit all the possible advantages. Secondly, since we deal with vast amount
of available data, we need to reduce, as much as possible, the required effort
for the initialization of the system. Finally, there is the adaptation problem
on constantly varying visual environments.
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The innovation of this paper lies in the creation of a visual detection system, able to overcome the aforementioned difficulties by combining various,
well tested techniques and, at the same time, minimizes effort during the offline initialization using a Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) technique, appropriate for large data sets. Thus, the first step, towards the creation of a robust
detection system, would be the utilization of unsupervised techniques. Collaboration of visual attention maps, that represents the probability of a vessel
being present in the scene, and background subtraction algorithms further
supports image segmentation and excludes any land parts marked as vessels.
Regarding the supervised technique SVMs have been used, which require a
significant amount of labelled data for the training process.
Given a set of frames, the manual segmentation requires a lot of effort and
time. In order to facilitate the creation of such training set, SSL graph-based
algorithms need to be involved. Unfortunately, SSL techniques scale badly as
the available data rises. To make matters worse, Nadler et al. [23] have shown
that graph laplacian methods (and more specific the regularization approach
[33] and the spectral approach [11]) are not well posed in spaces Rd , d ≥ 2, and
as the number of unlabelled points increases the solution degenerates to a noninformative function. Consequently, a semi-supervised procedure, suitable for
large data sets is exploited for the offline initialization, significantly reducing
the effort required.
The proposed system is able to operate in real-time for long time periods such as months without any re-initialization. In addition, camera motion
doesn’t affect system’s false negative rate, which is the most important characteristic in this application domain. Also, the system does not make any
assumptions related to scene, environment and/or visual conditions. An important aspect is the minimum labeling effort, for the training set creation,
required by the trackers since the semi-supervised technique nullifies segmentation errors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the system’s structure, suitable for the maritime surveillance problem. Section 3 describes the procedure followed for the construction of feature vectors, capable
to characterize the pixels of a frame. Section 4 explains how target detection is
performed using pixel-wise binary classification technique. Finally, in section
5, an excessive study on system’s results is presented.

2 System Architecture and Problem Formulation
2.1 System architecture
The goal of the presented system is the real-time detection and tracking of maritime targets. Towards this direction, an appearance-based approach is adopted
to create visual attention maps that represent the probability of a target being
present in the scene. High probability implies high confidence for a maritime
target’s presence.
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Visual attention maps creation is based exclusively on each frame’s visual
content. Consequently, they do not take into consideration neither the temporal relationship between subsequent frames, nor any motion information
presented in the scene. Due to this limitation, in many cases, high probability
is assigned to image regions that depict, instead of maritime targets, stationary land parts, which stand out in relation to their surrounding regions or the
entire image, such as port facilities, lighthouses, rocks, etc.
In order to overcome such drawback, our system exploits the temporal
relationship between subsequent frames. Concretely, video blocks, containing
a predefined number, h, of frames and covering a time span, T , are used to
model the pixels’ intensities. Thus, the temporal evolution of pixels intensities
is utilized to estimate a pixel-wise background model, capable to denote each
one of the pixels of the scene as background or foreground. By using a background modelling algorithm, system can efficiently discriminate moving from
stationary objects in the scene. In order to model pixels’ intensities, we use
the background modelling algorithm presented in [34]. This choice is justified
by the fact that this algorithm can automatically fully adapt to dynamically
changing visual conditions and cluttered background.
(i)

Let us denote as pxy the pixel of a frame i at location (x, y) on image
plane. Having constructed the visual attention maps and applied background
(i)
(i)
modeling algorithm, the pixel pxy is described by a feature vector fxy :
(i)

(i)

(i)
fxy
= [f1,xy ... fk,xy ]T

(i)

(1)

(i)

where f1,xy , ... , fk−1,xy stand for scalar features that correspond to the proba(i)

(i)

bilities assigned to the pixel pxy by different visual attention maps, while fk,xy
is the binary output of background modeling algorithm, associated with the
same pixel. In order to detect maritime targets, these features are fed to a
binary classifier which classifies pixels into two disjoint classes, CT and CB .
(i)

(i)

If we denote as Z (i) = CT ∪ CB the set that contains all pixels of frame
(i)
i, then the first class, CT , contains all pixels that depict a part of a maritime
(i)
(i)
target, while the second class, CB , equals to Z (i) − CT . We used SVMs to
transact the classification task for the proposed maritime surveillance system.
Selection of the SVM, over other supervised classification methods, is justified
by its robustness, when handling unbalanced classes.
The overall architecture of the proposed maritime surveillance system is
presented in Fig.1. Initially, the original captured frame, Fig.1(i), is processed
to extract pixel-wise features using visual attention maps, Fig.1(ii), and background modelling, Fig.1(iii). Then the feature vector of each one pixel, Fig.1(iv),
is processed by a binary classifier, Fig.1(v), who decides if the pixel corresponds
to a part of a maritime target, Fig.1(vi). The classifier’s output in frame-level
is shown in Fig.1(vii).
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Fig. 1 System’s architecture illustration. Image in (i), corresponds to the original captured
frame. In (ii), the output of visual attention maps is presented. High probability is represented with red color, while low probability with deep blue. The output of background
modeling algorithm is shown in (iii). The column in (iv) represents a feature vector for a
specific pixel, which is fed to a binary classifier (v). The output of the classifier in pixel level
is presented in (vi) and in frame level in (vii).

2.2 Problem formulation
Maritime target detection can be seen as an image classification problem. Thus,
we classify each one of the frame’s pixels in one of two classes, CT and CB . If
(i)
(i)
we denote as lxy the label of pixel pxy , then, for a frame i, the classification
task can be formulated as:
(
(i)
1 if pxy ∈ CT for x = 1, ..., w and y = 1, ..., h
(i)
(2)
lxy
=
(i)
−1 if pxy ∈ CB for x = 1, ..., w and y = 1, ..., h
where h and w stand for frame’s height and width.
Although, a binary classifier, in our case SVM, can successfully transact the
classification task, a classifier training process should precede. Training process
requires the formation of a robust training set composed of pixels, along with
their associated labels. Such a set can be formed by the user, through a rough
segmentation of a frame t into two regions, that contain positive and negative
(t)
samples, i.e. pixels that belong to CT class and labelled with 1 and pixels that
(t)
(t)
(t)
belong to CB class and labelled with -1. The union of CT and CB consists
the initial training set S.
(t) (t)
At this point in the training set S = {(pxy , lxy )} for x = 1, ..., w and
y = 1, ..., h, each pixel is described only by its intensity, which does not provide
sufficient information for separating pixels into two disjoint classes. Taking into
consideration the application domain, which indicates that the largest part of
a frame will depict sea and sky, we exploit low level features to emphasize
man-made structures in the scene.
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Based on image low level features, we create visual attention maps that indicate the probability a pixel to depict a part of a maritime target. In addition,
based on the observation that a vessel must be depicted as a moving object, we
implicitly capture the presence of motion by exploiting a background modeling algorithm. Using the output of visual attention maps and the background
modeling algorithm, each pixel is described by the feature vector of Eq.1 and
the training set S can be transformed to:
(t) (t)
S = {(fxy
, lxy )} for x = 1, ..., w and y = 1, ..., h

(3)

Although the elements of S are labelled by a human user, the labelling
procedure may contain inconsistencies. This is mainly caused by the fact that
human centric labelling, especially of image data, is an arduous and inconsistent task, due to the complexity of the visual content and the huge manual
effort required.
To overcome this drawback, we refine the initial training set by i) selecting
the most representative samples from each class and ii) labelling the rest of
the samples using a semi-supervised algorithm. Selection of the most representative samples is taken place py applying simplex volume expansion on the
samples of each class separately. Then representative samples are used by the
semi-supervised algorithm as landmarks, in order to label the rest of the samples. Using the refined training set, the binary classifier can be successfully
trained to classify the pixels of subsequent frames, addressing this way the
initial classification problem of Eq.2.

3 Pixel-wise Visual Description
In this section we describe the procedure for constructing feature vectors,
capable to characterize the pixels of a frame. During feature vectors construction emphasis is put on the application domain and the specific structure and
appearance of maritime objects. The whole process is tuned for maritime imagery and is guided by the operational requirements that an accurate and
robust maritime surveillance system must fulfil. Feature vectors are created
for each pixel.

3.1 Scale invariance
Potential targets in maritime environment vary in sizes, either due to their
physical size or due to the distance between them and the camera. Despite
that, most of the feature detectors operate as kernel based method and thus
they prefer objects of a certain size. As presented in [9] and [17] images must
be represented in different scales in order to overcome this limitation. In our
approach, a Gaussian image pyramid is exploited in order to provide scale
invariance and to take into consideration the relationship between adjacent
pixels.
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The Gaussian image pyramid is created by successively low-pass filtering
and sub-sampling an image. During the stage of low-pass filtering the Gaussian
function can be approximated by a discretized convolution kernel as follows:

1
4
1 
6
Gd =
256 
4
1

4
16
24
16
4

6
24
36
24
6

4
16
24
16
4


1
4

6

4
1

(4)

The idea of creating a Gaussian kernel for convolution is to use a 2D
Normal distribution as a point-spread function. Since the image is stored as a
collection of discrete pixels we need to produce a discrete approximation of the
Gaussian function. In theory, the Gaussian distribution is non-zero everywhere,
which would require an infinitely large convolution kernel, but in practice it
is effectively zero more than about three standard deviations from the mean,
and so we can truncate the kernel at this point. However, it is not obvious
how to pick the values of the kernel to approximate a Gaussian. One could
use the value of the Gaussian at the centre of a pixel in the mask, but this is
not accurate because the value of the Gaussian varies non-linearly across the
pixel. For this reason, the value of the Gaussian is integrated over the whole
pixel. Because the integrals are not integers the array is rescaled so that the
corners had the value 1. Finally, 256 is the sum of all values in the kernel.
During sub-sampling every even-numbered row and column is removed. If
we denote as I o the original captured image and as I φ the image at pyramid
level φ then image at pyramid level φ + 1 is computed as:
I φ+1 (x, y) = [Gd ∗ I φ ](2x, 2y)

(5)

One must combine the various scales together into a single unified and
scale-independent feature map, to provide scale-independent feature analysis.
To do so, image at level φ + 1, firstly, is upsized twice in each dimension,
with the new even rows and columns filled with zeros. Secondly, a convolution
is performed with the kernel Gu to approximate the values of the ”missing
pixels”. Because each new pixel has four non new-created adjacent pixels, Gu
is defined as:
Gu = 4 · Gd

(6)

Then, a pixel-wise weighted summation is performed to adjacent images in
pyramid so as the unified image at level φ, J φ is defined as:
Jφ =

1
· [I φ + [Gu ∗ U (I φ+1 )]]
2

(7)

where U stands for the upsize operation. The final unified image is computed
by repeating the above operation, from coarser to finer pyramid image levels.
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3.2 Low-level features analysis
As described in [7], [6] and [8] different low-level image features respond to
different attributes of potential maritime targets. Thus, a combination of features should be exploited in order to reveal targets’ presence. The selected
low-level features do not require a specific format for the input image. These
are: edges, horizontal and vertical lines, frequency, color and entropy.
The density of image edges can successfully describe the overall structure of
an image, horizontal and vertical lines are able to denote man-made structures,
making the system able to suppress large image regions, depicting sea and
sky. Frequency can successfully emphasize objects in noisy conditions, such
as vessels in a wavy sea. Color feature can successfully emphasize objects
colored different than sea and sky and, finally, entropy quantifies the amount
of information coded in an image.
Each one of these features are calculated for all image’s pyramid levels,
independently. Then, image’s pyramid is combined to form a single unified
feature map by using Eq.(7). In Fig.2 the original captured frame along with
the features responses are presented. All of the features emphasize the stationary land part and the white boat, which is the actual maritime target.
3.2.1 Edges
In order to successfully exploit images’ edges, the system must be able to detect
them in a very accurate way and, at the same time, preserve their magnitude.
For this reason edge detection is taking place by combining both Canny and
Sobel operators.
Canny operator [22] is a very accurate image edge detector, which outputs
zeros and ones for image edges absence and presence respectively. Sobel operator [31], although being less accurate, measures the strength of detected
edges by approximating the derivatives of intensity changes along image rows
and columns.
So, by multiplying pixel-wise the output of two operators the system is able
to detect edges in a very accurate way, while at the same time it preserves their
magnitude. If we denote as CI and SI the Canny and Sobel operators for image
I, then the edges E I are defined as:
E I = CI · SI

(8)

Matrix E I has the same dimensions with image I; its elements E I (x, y) correspond to the magnitude of an image edge at location (x, y) on image plane.
3.2.2 Frequency
Frequency feature is utilized to emphasize regions of high frequency. For computing the high frequency components of the input frame, I, the following
relation is used:
F I = ∇2 · I
(9)
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The matrix F I has the same dimensions with image I and its elements F I (x, y)
correspond to the frequency’s magnitude at location (x, y) on image plane.
While exploitation of frequency features may emphasize (highly) wavy sea
regions, they will suppress image regions that depict sky parts, since such
image parts are dominated by low frequencies. Furthermore, image frequencies are complementary to image edges emphasizing highly structured regions
within an object and thus improving detection accuracy.
3.2.3 Horizontal and vertical lines
The detection of horizontal and vertical lines in an image require an appropriate kernel K. Kernel K is tuned to strengthen the response of a pixel if this
consists a part of a horizontal or vertical line and suppress pixels’ responses
in all other cases. Kernel will be convolved with each image’s pyramid level.
In order to emphasize this kind of lines the kernel K is designed as:


00100
0 0 2 0 0

1 
1 2 4 2 1
(10)
K=

16 
0 0 2 0 0
00100
and vertical and horizontal lines in a frame I can be computed as:
LI = K ∗ I

(11)

Again, the matrix LI has the same dimensions with image I and its elements
LI (x, y) indicates the magnitude of an horizontal and/or vertical line at location (x, y) on image plane.
Line detector works like an edge detector. In coastal regions, captured
frames are likely to contains land parts that will respond to the edge detector,
affecting detection accuracy of actual maritime targets. Taking into consideration that vertical and horizontal lines are more dominant, in man-made
structures than in natural scenes, the aforementioned line detector can improve detection accuracy of actual targets by suppressing the regions of the
image that depict natural land parts, such as rocks.
3.2.4 Color
In maritime environment, no assumptions about the color of vessels can be
made. For this reason instead of focusing on a specific color, differences in color
are more likely to indicate the presence of a potential target. Furthermore,
maritime scenes usually contain large regions with similar colors (sea and
sky). This observation as described in [4] and [5] can be exploited to increase
the performance of visual attention map by identifying potential targets.
In order to compute the color difference, the captured frame’s colorspace
is converted to CIELab, in which the perceptive color difference between two
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different colors corresponds to the Euclidean distance between the vectors (L,
a and b channels) that represent these colors. The computation of color differences takes place by calculating the Euclidean distances between individual
pixels color vectors and the mean color vector of the whole frame. For a frame
I this procedure results in a matrix C I of the same dimensions, whose element, C I (x, y), at location (x, y) on image plane, indicates the difference in
color between this pixel and the mean color of the rest pixels of the frame.
3.2.5 Entropy
The entropy quantifies the information coded in an image. Images that depict
large homogeneous regions, such as sky or sea regions, present low entropy,
while highly textured images will present high entropy. Image entropy can
be interpreted as a statistical measure of randomness, which can be used to
characterize the texture of the input image. Thus, entropy can be utilized to
suppress homogeneous regions of sea and sky and highlight potential maritime
targets. Entropy, Hr , of a region r of an image is defined as:
Hr =

k
X

(r)

Pj

(r)

· log Pj

(12)

j=1
(r)

where Pj is the frequency of intensity j in image region r. For a grayscale
image, variable k is equal to 256.
In order to compute entropy for a pixel located at (x, y) on image plane,
we apply the relation of Eq.12 on a square window centered at (x, y). In our
case, the size of the window is 5 × 5 pixels. The application of Eq.12 on (x, y)
of a frame I, for x = 1, ..., w and y = 1, ..., h, where w and h correspond to
frame’s width and height, results in a matrix HI that has the same dimensions
with the frame I. The matrix HI can be interpreted as a pixel-wise entropy
indicator for frame I.

3.3 Visual descriptors
Visual descriptors are computed to encode visual information of captured images, using the extracted low-level features described in subsection 3.2. These
descriptors are utilized for constructing the visual attention maps. Their computation, instead of pixel-wise, takes place block-wise, in order to reduce the
effect of noisy pixels during low-level features extraction. In this paper, like
[7], [6] and [8], three different descriptors are computed:
a) Local descriptors that take into consideration each one of the image pixels
separately. Local descriptors indicate the magnitude of local features for
each one of image pixels.
b) Global descriptors that are capable to emphasize pixels with high uniqueness compared to the rest of the image. To achieve this they indicate how
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2 Original captured frame (a) and feature responses (b)-(f); (b) edges, (c) frequencies,
(d) vertical and horizontal lines, (e) color and (f) entropy. All feature responded to the land
part and the boat (maritime target).

different local features for a specific pixel are, in relation with the same
features of all other image pixels.
c) Window descriptors that compare local features of a pixel with the same
features of its neighboring pixels.

3.3.1 Local descriptor
One local descriptor is computed for each one of the extracted low-level features. Let us denote as F the feature in question, which can correspond to
image edges, frequency, horizontal and vertical lines, color or entropy. For the
feature F , the computation of local descriptor is derived by feature’s response
image. As mentioned before, descriptors are computed block-wise. So, firstly
the feature’s response image is divided into B blocks of size 8 × 8 pixels. Then,
the local descriptor for a specific block j is defined as the average magnitude
of the feature F in the same block. More formally, for a block j, with bh height
and bw width, the local descriptor of feature F is computed as follows:
lFj =

X
1
F (x, y)
bh · bw

(13)

(x,y)∈j

where F (x, y) is the response of feature in question at pixel (x, y). This kind
of descriptor is capable to highlight image bocks with high feature responses.
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3.3.2 Global descriptor
The local descriptors handle each image block separately and, thus, are insufficient to provide useful information when features’ responses are quite similar
along all image blocks. Consider, for example, an image full of edges, like a
wavy sea. In this case, local descriptor lE, which is associated with the image
edges, is not able to provide useful information about salient objects in the
scene, since all blocks will present high edge responses. The proposed system
can overcome this problem by using global descriptors.
Uniqueness of a block j can be evaluated by the absolute difference of the
feature response between this block and the rest blocks of the image. The
global descriptor for a feature F and image block j is defined as:
B
1 X
·
gFj =
|lFj − lFi |
B i=1

(14)

As mentioned before a global descriptor is able to emphasize blocks presenting high uniqueness, in term of features’ responses, compared to the rest
blocks of the image.
3.3.3 Window descriptor
Local and global descriptors are capable to emphasize image blocks that are
highly distinctive, in terms of features’ responses, or have a unique presence in
the image. However, if potential targets are presented in more than one block
the aforementioned descriptors will emphasize the most dominant target and
will suppress the others. In order to overcome this problem, system exploits
a window descriptor, that compares each image block with its neighboring
blocks.
Window descriptor for an image with N × M blocks uses an image window
W , which is spanned by the maximum symmetric distance, dh and dv along
horizontal and vertical axes respectively. Symmetric distances are defined as
dh = min(l, kh , N − kh ) and dv = min(l, kv , M − kv ), where l is the default
symmetric distance, 3 blocks in our case, and kh and kv stands for block
coordinates on image plane along horizontal and vertical axes respectively.
The window descriptor for a feature F and image block j with coordinates
(j1 , j2 ) is defined as:
wFj =

dh
X
1
·
2dh · 2dv

dv
X

|lFj − lFj1 +k,j2 +l |

(15)

k=−dh l=−dv

By using three descriptors and five low-level image features, each image
block is described by a 1 × 15 feature vector. Each feature of this vector corresponds to a different visual attention map. For blocks of size 8 × 8 pixels the
visual attention maps are sixty four times smaller than the original captured
frame. In order to create a pixel-wise feature vector, as defined in Eq.1, visual
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Edges

Frequency

Lines

Color

Entropy

Local

Global

Window

Fig. 3 Visual attention maps for each local, global and window descriptors. Using give
low level features and three descriptor, each one of the frames pixels is described by a 15dimensional vector. The presented visual attention maps correspond to the original frame
of Fig.2.

attention maps must have the same dimensions with the original captured
frame. For this reason they are upsampled, by using Eq.7.
Visual attention maps that correspond to the original frame of Fig.2, for
each one of the descriptors and each one of the low level features, are presented
in Fig.3. All visual attention maps emphasize the stationary land part and the
boat, while at the same time they suppress the background.

3.4 Background subtraction
For the maritime surveillance case, most state-of-the-art background modeling
algorithms, like [13], [20], fail either due to their high computational cost or
due to the continuously moving background, and moving cameras. However, if
the background modeling algorithm output is fused in a unified feature vector
with the previously constructed visual attention maps, our system will be able
to emphasize potential threats and at the same time to suppress land parts
that may be appeared in the scene by implicitly capture motion presence.
The proposed system uses the Mixtures of Gaussians (MOG) background
modeling technique, presented in [34]. This choice is justified by the fact that
MOG is fast, robust to small periodic movements of background, and easy
to parameterize algorithm. By fusing together the outputs of visual attention
maps and the output of a background modeling algorithm, camera motion
temporarily increases false positives detections, but false negatives, that comprises the most important characteristic of a maritime surveillance system, are
not affected.
For the sake of completeness, we briefly describe the background modeling
technique we are using. The goal of any background modeling technique is to
decide if a pixel at time t, x(t) , belongs to background (BG) or to foreground
(FG). A reliable decision can be made if the probability of pixel x(t) to belong
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to BG is bigger than a threshold. This can be expressed as:
p(x(t) |BG) > cthr

(16)

The probability p(x(t) |BG) consists the background model, which can be estimated via a training set XT = {x(t) , x(t−1) , ..., x(t−T )} defined over a time
span T . The estimated background model is denoted as p̂(x(t) |Xt , BG). For
each new pixel sample the training set XT is updated and p̂(x(t) |Xt , BG) is
re-estimated. Fitting the data of XT using a mixture model of M Gaussian
components we have:
p̂(x(t) |XT , BG + F G) =

M
X

2
π̂m N (x(t) ; µ̂m , σ̂m
I)

(17)

m=1

where µ̂1 , ..., µ̂M are the estimates of the means and σ̂1 , ..., σ̂M are the estimates of the variances that describe the Gaussian components. The nonnegative mixing weights are denoted as π̂m and sum up to one. In conditional
probability, BG + GF is used because among the samples of XT could be
some values that belong to the foreground objects. The samples of XT , which
correspond to background, consist the majority in the set and their values
change gradually. Gaussian components associated with background samples
will present larger mixing weight π̂m compared to the samples that are associated with foreground samples. Therefore, the background model of Eq.16 can
be approximated as:
p̂(x(t) |XT , BG) ∼

B
X

2
π̂m N (x(t) ; µ̂m , σ̂m
I)

(18)

m=1

If the components are sorted to have descending weights π̂m , then B is estimated as:
!
b
X
B = arg min
π̂m > (1 − cf )
(19)
b

m=1

where cf is a measure of the maximum portion of the data that can belong to
foreground objects without influencing the background model. The output of
background modeling algorithm is presented in Fig.4.

4 Target Detection via Pixel-wise Binary Classification
The maritime target detection can be seen as an image segmentation problem.
In our case target detection, is further reduced to a binary classification problem. For any pixel at location (x, y) of a frame i, the feature extraction process
(i)
(i)
(see Sec.3) constructs an 1 × 16 feature vector, fxy . Given fxy as input, the
classifier will decide if the corresponding pixel depicts some part of a maritime
target or not.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Original frame (a) and the output of background modeling algorithm (b).

4.1 Initial training set formation
In order to be able to exploit a binary classifier, a process of classifier training should be preceded. Training process requires the formation of a robust
training set which contains pixels along with their associated labels. Let us
(t)
denote as Z (t) the set that contains all the pixels of frame t, CT the set that
(t)
contains pixels that depict some part of a maritime target and as CB the set
(t)
Z (t) − CT .
The creation of a training set S requires from the user to roughly segment
the frame t into two regions, which contain positive and negative samples
(t)
(t)
(i.e. pixels that belong to CT and CB class respectively). This segmentation
(t) (t)
results in a set S = {(pxy , lxy )}, and labels are defined as:
(
1 if pxy ∈ CT
lxy =
(20)
−1 if pxy ∈ CB
(t)

where pxy is a pixel at location (x, y). By utilizing the feature vector fxy the
set S takes the form of Eq.3.
However, human centric labeling, especially of image data, is an arduous
and inconsistent task, mainly due to the complexity of the visual content and
the huge manual effort required. To overcome this drawback, we refine the
initial training set through a semi-supervised approach.

4.2 Semi-supervised training set refinement
In order to refine the initial user-defined training set, we partition the set S
into two disjoint classes, R and U . The class R contains the most representative
samples of S, i.e. the samples that can best describe the classes CT and CB ,
while class U is equal to S − R. Samples of class R are considered as labeled,
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while samples belonging to U are considered as unlabeled. Then, via a semisupervised approach the samples of R are used for label propagation through
the ambiguously labeled data of U . In the following we describe in detail the
aforementioned process.

4.3 Representatives selection through simplex volume expansion
For selecting the most representative samples for each one of the classes CT
and CB , we consider each sample as a point into an µ-dimensional space.
In our case µ is equal to 16, because the dimension of the space is equal to
the dimension of the feature vectors that describe the pixels. The process for
representatives selection is conducted twice, once for class CT and once for CB .
In the following we describe the process for representative samples selection
for one of the classes, let’s say CT . Exactly the same process is followed for
selecting representatives for the other class.
We assume that the µ-dimensional volume formed by a simplex with vertices specified by the most representative points (pixels), belonging to class C,
should be larger than that formed by any other combination of points of the
same class. Let us denote as ν (i) the ith representative sample, as β the number of representatives to be generated, as CT,R = {ν (1) , ν (2) , ..., ν (β) } ⊆ CT
the set that contains the representative samples and as w(j) the vector that
equals to ν (j) − ν (1) for j = 2, 3, ..., β. Then the volume, V (CT,R ), of the
simplex whose vertices are the points ν (i) for i = 1, 2, ..., β can be computed
as:
V (CT,R ) =

| det(W W T )|1/2
(β − 1)!

(21)

where W is an (β − 1) × µ matrix whose rows are the row vectors w(j) .
The estimation process involves several steps. Initially the set CT,R is constructed by randomly selecting β samples from set CT and the volume of the
simplex, formed by the elements of CT,R , is calculated. Then, an iterative
approach is adopted to test every sample in the set CT as a candidate representative. Each one of the samples of CT,R is replaced, one at a time, with a
sample ν̂ from CT that is being tested as candidate representative. Then, the
algorithm evaluates if replacing any of the elements, of CT,R with the sample
being tested, results in a larger simplex volume. If this is true, let’s say for
the point ν (j) ∈ CT,R , then the ν (j) point is replaced by the image point ν̂
and the process is repeated again until each one of the samples of CT set is
evaluated.
The selection method is scalable to large datasets, using an incremental
approach. Let us assume that β representatives are known. Then, the problem
of selecting β + 1 representatives can be reduced to finding β + 1 representatives given β of them. This way, only the volumes of simplices formed by the
elements of the sets CT,R ∪ x(i) for x(i) ∈ CT need to be evaluated.
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4.4 Graph-based semi-supervised label propagation
The aforementioned procedure results to two sets of representative samples,
CT,R and CB,R , one for each class. The samples of CT,R and CB,R are considered as labeled, while the rest samples of the classes CT and CB are considered
as ambiguously labeled. More formally, we have:
R = CT,R ∪ CB,R

(22)

U = S − CT,R − CB,R

(23)

At this point, we need to refine the initial training set, S, using a suitable
approach for the label propagation, through the ambiguously labeled data.
Thus, we need to estimate a labeling prediction function g : Rµ 7→ R
defined on the samples of S, by using the labeled data R. Let us denote as ri
the samples of set R such as R = {ri }m
i=1 , where m is the cardinality of the
set R. Then, according to [18], the label prediction function can be expressed
as a convex combination of the labels of a subset of representative samples:
g(fi ) =

m
X

Zik · g(lk )

(24)

k=1

where
Pm Zik denotes sample-adaptive weights, which must satisfy the constraints
k=1 Zik = 1 and Zik ≥ 0 (convex combination constraints). By defining vectors g and α respectively as g = [g(f1 ), ..., g(fn )]T and α = [g(r1 ), ..., g(rm )]T
Eq.24 can be rewritten as g = Zα where Z ∈ Rn×m .
The designing of matrix Z, which measures the underlying relationship
between the samples of U and representative samples R (were R ⊂ U ), is
based on weights optimization; actually non-parametric regression is being
performed by means of data reconstruction with representative samples. Thus,
the reconstruction for any data point fi , i = 1, ..., n is a convex combination
of its closest representative samples. In order to optimize these coefficients the
following quadratic programming problem needs to be solved:
min

zi ∈Rs

s.t.

1
2
||fi − Rs · zi ||
2
1T zi = 1, zi ≥ 0
h(zi ) =

(25)

where, Rs ∈ Rµ×s is a matrix containing as elements a subset of R = {r1 , ..., rm }
composed of s < m nearest representative samples of fi and zi stands for the
ith row of Z matrix.
Nevertheless, the creation of matrix Z is not sufficient for labeling the entire
data set, as it does not assure a smooth function g. As mentioned before, a
large portion of data are considered as ambiguously labeled. Despite the small
labeled set, there is always the possibility of inconsistencies in segmentation;
in specific frames the user may miss some pixels that depict targets. In order
to deal with such cases the following SSL framework is employed:
min

Q(A) =

A=[α1 ,...,αc ]

1
γ
2
||Z · A − Y||F + trace(AT L̂A)
2
2

(26)
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where L̂ = ZT · L · Z is an memory-wise and computationally tractable alternative of the Laplacian matrix L. The matrix A = [a1 , ..., ac ] ∈ Rm×c is the
soft label matrix for the representative samples, in which each column vector
accounts for a class. The matrix Y = [y1 , ..., yc ] ∈ Rn×c a class indicator matrix on ambiguously labeled samples with Yij = 1 if the label li of sample i is
equal to j and Yij = 0 otherwise.
In order to calculate the Laplacian matrix L, the adjacency matrix W
needs to be calculated, since L P
= D − W, where D ∈ Rn×n is a diagonal
n
degree matrix such that Dii = j=1 Wij . In this case W is approximated
Pn
as W = Z · Λ−1 · ZT , where Λ ∈ Rm×m is defined as: Λkk = i=1 Zik . The
solution of the Eq.26 has the form of:
A∗ = (ZT · Z + γ L̂)1 ZT Y

(27)

Each sample label is, then, given by:
ˆli = arg max

j∈{1,...,c}

Zi · α j
λj

(28)

where Zi . ∈ R1×m denotes the i-th row of Z, and the normalization factorλj =
1T Zαj balances skewed class distributions.

4.5 Maritime target detection
Having constructed a training set, S = {fi , li }ni=1 , a binary classifier, capable
to discriminate pixels that depict some part of a maritime target from pixels
that depict the background, can be trained. In this paper we choose to utilize
Support Vectors Machine (SVM) to transact the classification task.
Let us assume that the classes of negative and positives samples are linear
separable. This means that there exists a hyperplane P = w · f − b = 0
that separates the two classes (w is the normal vector to the hyperplane).
SVM classifier tries to estimate and maximize the distance between two other
hyperplanes, Pp = w · f − b = 1 and Pn = w · f − b = −1, that separate the
two classes with no sample existing between them. This can be expressed by
the following constraints:
w · fi − b ≥ 1 if li = 1
w · fi − b ≤ −1 if li = −1

(29)

Exploiting the value of labels the pair of constraints in Eq.29 can be rewritten
as:
li (w · fi − b) ≥ 1 for i = 1, ..., n
(30)
The equality of constraint of Eq.30 holds for the samples that lie on the hyperplanes Pp and Pn . These sumples are called support vectors. The distance
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between these two hyperplanes is 2/||w||, which implies that SVM try to solve
the following optimization problem:
1
min ||w||2
w̄,b 2
s.t. li (w · fi − b) ≥ 1 for i = 1, ..., n

(31)

This formulation ensures that the maximum margin classifier classifies each
example correctly, which is possible since we assumed that the data is linearly
separable. In cases where the two classes are not linearly separable, to allow
classification errors, the optimization problem of Eq.31 is transformed to [12]:
n
X
1
||w|| + c
ξi
w̄,b,ξ 2
i=1

min

(32)

s.t. li (w · fi − b) ≥ 1 − ξi for i = 1, ..., n and ξi ≥ 0
where ξi ≥ 1 are variables that allow a sample to be in the margin or to be
misclassified and c is a constant that weights these errors.
In the framework of maritime detection, SVM must be able to handle unbalanced classification problems, due to the fact that maritime target usually
occupy the minority of captured frames’ pixels let alone their total absence
from the scene for large time periods. To address this problem, the misclassification error for each class is weighted separately. This means that the total
misclassification error of Eq.32 is replaced with two terms:
c

n
X
i=1

ξi → cp

X

X

ξ i + cn

{i|li =1}

ξi

(33)

{i|li =−1}

where cp and cn are constant variables that weight separately the misclassification errors for positive and negative examples. The solution of Eq.32 with
the classification error of Eq.33 results to a trained SVM, which is capable to
classify the pixels of new captured frames.

4.6 Detector adaptation to new visual conditions
A robust maritime surveillance system must retain high performance for long
time periods. Thus, an SVM adaptation mechanism has to be developed, allowing the classifier to be adapted to dynamically changing visual conditions.
Let us denote as V1 , ..., V15 the fifteen visual attention maps described in
section 3. We define the average visual attention map, Vavg , as:
15

Vavg =

1 X
Vi
15 i=1

(34)

The elements’ value, from Eq.34, express the overall probability a pixel to
depict some part of a maritime target. Then, we define the refined visual
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attention map Vr as the outcome of the element-wise multiplication between
Vavg matrix and background modeling algorithm output B.
Classifier adaptation process is triggered by an automated decision mechanism. Let us define as Vr,n and Tn the refined visual attention map and the
output of the classifier, respectively, at frame n. When the difference between
Vr,n and Tn exceeds a predefined threshold the decision mechanism triggers
the adaptation process.
During the adaptation process the SVM classifier is retrained. We form a
new training set that contains as elements the support vectors of the previously
trained classifier, the κ elements of Vr that present the highest probability
(positive samples) and have denoted as belonging to the negative class, and the
κ elements of Vavg that present the lowest probability and have been denoted
as background by the background modeling algorithm (negative samples).
Finally, we assume that visual conditions in a maritime environment are
smoothly and gradually changing. This implies that the values for w, b and ξ
of the adapted classifier should be close to the estimated values, w̄, b̄ and ξ̄,
of the previously trained classifier. To reduce the time required for classifier
retraining, the aforementioned assumption, allows us to speed up the convergence of the optimization algorithm, which seeks for a solution to the problem
defined in Eq.32, by restricting the feasible solutions region (set the initial
values of the under optimization parameters to the values of w̄, b̄ and ξ̄).

5 Experimental Results
The research presented in this paper is part of POSEIDON project1 . Most
of the algorithms were developed exclusively in C++ to achieve high performance (as we mention is Sec. 5.1, the overall system works almost in real
time, 17fps, for frames with dimensions 384 × 288 pixels). There is, also, code
in Python, concerning visual attention maps construction, available to download2 . The performance of each system’s component have been checked separately; extracted features were evaluated in terms of discriminative ability and
importance, semi-supervised labeling for the predicting outcome and, finally,
the binary classifier for its performance.

5.1 Data description and constraints
As mentioned before, our system operates almost in real time, 17fps, for frames
with dimensions 384×288 pixels, due to the visual attention maps construction;
low level features extraction consists the main computational bottleneck of our
system. However, the proposed approach can be expanded for video frames of
greater resolution, since each feature can be extracted independently. Thus,
feature extraction process can be easily parallelized using multiple processing
1
2

http://www.poseidonproject.gr/
https://github.com/kmakantasis/poseidon features.git
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units (e.g. multiple CPU threads or GPU implementation). Yet, pallelization
of this process is out of the scope of this paper.
The data sets describe real life scenarios, in various weather conditions.
As long as the camera is able to capture a vessel (i.e. spans an area of more
than 40 pixels in the frame) the system will likely detect it, regardless the
weather conditions (e.g. rain, fog , waves etc.). Apparently, system’s performance declines badly in cases of low luminosity due to sensor related sensitivity
constraints. Better sensors can partially deal with such issues, but resulting in
greater hardware costs.
Data consists of recorded videos from cameras mounted at the Limassol
port, Cyprus and Chania old port, Crete, Greece. Monocular cameras were
recording videos streams depicting maritime traffic for over one year. Unfortunately, for the vast majority of the video frames, maritime targets are absent
from the scene. In order to deal with such cases, we manually edited the videos
and kept only the tracks that depict intrusion of one or more targets in the
scene. Then, we manually labeled the pixels of key video frames, keyframes,
to create a ground truth dataset for evaluating our system.
Keyframes originate from raw video frames, on a constant time span equals
to t frames i.e. frames that correspond to time instances t, 2t, 3t, · · · The time
span is selected to be 6 seconds, which means that one frame out of 150 is
denoted as keyframe. We followed this approach for practical reasons. Firstly,
it would be impossible to manually label all video frames at a framerate of 25
fps. Also, the time interval of 6 seconds is small enough to allow the detection
of the intrusion of a maritime target in the scene. At this point it has to be
clarified that feature extraction task, as well as the binary classification are
performed for all frames of a video track. Keyframes are used only for system’s
performance evaluation.

5.2 Evaluation of extracted features
In this section, we examine if the extracted features are able to describe appropriately frame’s pixels and, consequently, provide useful information that
will facilitate the classification task. In addition, the extent that each one of
the features affects the classification task (i.e. how important a feature is)
is examined. Results concerning the importance of features, may allow us to
discard some of them, in order to speed up system’s performance.
To evaluate features information, we utilized the keyframes’ ground truth
data. The feature extraction task results in a 16-dimensional feature vector for
each pixel in a frame. The quality of features’ information is evaluated through
dimensionality reduction and samples plotting, in order to visually examine
their distribution in space, see Fig.5. The two classes, as shown in Fig.5, are
linearly separable, which suggests high quality features. The small amount of
positive samples, that lie inside the region of the negative class, correspond to
maritime targets’ contours and probably occurred due to segmentation errors
during manual labeling.
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Fig. 5 Positive and negative samples plotted in 3-dimensional space. Randomized PCA
was used to extract the three dominant components of the dataset. The class containing
positive samples can be linearly separated from the class containing negative samples. The
small amount of positive samples that lie inside the region of the negative class, correspond
to maritime targets’ contours.

Except for the evaluation of the constructed vector as a whole, the importance of each one of the extracted features is examined separately, in order to
define how much each one of the features affects the classification task. The
importance of features is specified via Forest of Randomized Trees (FRT).
FRT is a non parametric supervised learning method, whose goal is to create
a model that predicts the value of a target variable by learning simple decision
rules, inferred from the data features. Each node of the trees codes a decision
rule, which is expressed as comparison of the value of a specific feature with a
constant threshold.
The relative rank (i.e. depth) of a feature used as a decision node in a
tree can be used to assess the relative importance of that feature with respect
to the predictability of the target variable. Features used at the top of the
tree contribute to the final prediction decision of a larger fraction of the input
samples. The expected fraction of the samples they contribute to can thus be
used as an estimate of the relative importance of the features.
In Fig.6 the relative importance of each one of the extracted features is
presented (features labeling follows the notation of Section 3). The dominant
feature is the one that corresponds to the output of background modeling
algorithm, which, in practice, captures the presence of motion in the scene. The
rest of the features contribute almost the same, except from the feature that
corresponds to the local descriptor of image entropy. This is mainly caused
by the fact that entropy feature of a specific pixel is calculated taking into
consideration only its neighboring pixels, emphasizing this way pixels that are
a little bit different than their neighbors, such as pixels that actually depict
small sea waves or clouds in the sky. However, the importances of global and
window descriptors, which are based on the local descriptor, for the feature of
entropy, suggest that the local entropy information can be effectively used to
facilitate classification task.
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Fig. 6 Features importances. The feature that corresponds to output of background modeling algorithm, which implicitly captures the presence of motion in the scene, is presented
to be he most important.The rest of the features contribute almost the same to the classification task, except from the feature that corresponds to the local descriptor of image
entropy, which presents the lowest importance.

Our algorithm overcomes possible drawbacks of other related approaches.
Firstly, the combination of low-level image features with foreground extraction techniques allows our systems to operate with active cameras, something
which is not possible for techniques based only on background subtraction [15].
Secondly, contrary to [26], our system exploits not only colour information but
structural knowledge as well. Finally, the proposed system extends the work
of [19] by exploiting entropy and frequency features, in order to increase its
robustness.

5.3 Evaluation of semi-supervised labeling
In order to evaluate semi-supervised labeling, we assume that manual labeling
of keyframes contains no segmentation errors. The ratio of the representatives
samples in relation with the ambiguously labeled samples is the only factor
that affect the performance of labeling algorithm.
As shown in Fig.7, the labeling error is lower than 2% when the ratio of
the representatives samples in relation with the ambiguously labeled samples
is over 40%. When the ratio is smaller than 40% the labeling error is linearly
increasing and it reaches the value of 5.7% when the ratio of representative
samples is 10%.
The choice for an appropriate value for the ratio of representatives is inherently dependent on the quality of human based labeling. If labeling is the
result of a rough image segmentation, a lot of the labeled pixel will carry the
wrong label. In such cases the aforementioned ratio must be set to a small
value. The most representative samples from each class is assumed that carry
the right label, while the labels of the rest of the samples must be reconsidered.
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Fig. 7 Semi-supervised labeling performance. When ratio of representative samples is over
40% the labeling error is lower than 2%. When the ratio of representatives is lower than
40% the error is linearly increasing till the value of 5.7% for 10% of representatives.

In our case, we required the user to segment the frame in a very careful
way, which implies that the vast majority of the pixels will carry the right
label. For this reason we set the ratio value to 40%. The semi-supervised
labeling algorithm with 40% of representatives is expected to re-label 1.7% of
the samples.

5.4 Binary classifier evaluation
The performance of the binary classifier is dependent on the values of the
parameters cp and cn of Eq.33. Let us denote as np and nn the number of
samples in positive and negative class respectively. To examine the influence
of parameters cp and cn on classification accuracy we define the parameter k
as:
cn · n n
(35)
k=
cp · np
In practice, parameter k assigns different weights to misclassification errors,
which correspond to positive and negative examples. When the value of k is
equal to one, the weights that penalize misclassification sample for each class
are inversely proportional to the cardinalities of the classes. When k < 1 a
bigger penalty is assigned to false negatives, while for k > 1 false positives are
considered more important. False negatives correspond to pixels that actually
depict some part of a maritime target, but are denoted as background by the
classifier.
However, a maritime surveillance system must emphasize on minimizing
the false negative rate. In other words, it is more important, the system to
detect all potential maritime targets, even if it will raise a small amount of false
alarms, than minimizing false positives at the cost of missing target intrusions.
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Fig. 8 Classifier performance. The recall of the system is monotonically decreasing as the
value of k is increasing (blue line). The accuracy presents the maximum value when k = 1,
which means that the penalties for misclassifying positive and negative samples are inversely
proportional to the cardinalities of positive and negative classes.

Fig.8 presents the performance of classifier for different values of parameter
k. The green line represents classification accuracy, while the blue line the
recall of the system. If we denote as pc the set of pixel that denoted by the
classifier as positive samples and as pt the set of pixels that actually belong
to the positive class, then recall ρ is defined as:
ρ=

pc ∩ pt
pt

(36)

When ρ is equal to one, all true positive samples have been correctly classified
by the binary classifier. Accuracy is the proportion of correctly classified samples of the whole dataset. As shown by the green line in Fig.8 the accuracy
of the classifier reaches its maximum value, when k is equal to one. On the
other hand, the recall of the system is monotonically decreasing as the value
of k is increasing. In our case we set k = 0.7 to balance between maximizing
classification accuracy and minimizing false negative rate. For k = 0.7 the
accuracy of the classifier is equal to 96.4%, while recall is equal to 97.1%.
Finally, in Fig.9 the importance of the SVM updating mechanism is illustrated. Two different video sequences were concatenated for evaluating the
updating procedure. The two video sequences were depicting the same scene
under a different perspective and were captured at different time of day. Variations in perspective affect window and global descriptors, while the time of
recording affects illumination conditions, and thus the values of all descriptors.
We evaluate the performance of two classifiers; one that supports the adaptation mechanism and one who does not. The vertical dotted line in Fig.9
denotes the time instant that the scene changes. Before that time both classifiers perform the same. At the time of a scene change, the performance of both
classifiers collapses. In the following frames, the operation of the classifier that
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Fig. 9 Adaptation mechanism. The dotted line represent the time the scene changes. Before
that time both classifiers performs the same. While at the time the scene changes the
performance of both classifiers collapses, the one that exploits the adaptation mechanism
adapts its operation to new visual conditions and achieves high performance in the following
frames.

exploits the adaptation mechanism is capable to adapted to the new visual
conditions, improving its performance. On the contrary, the performance of
the non adaptive classifier continues to remain low. By setting the value of κ
equal to 100 (see subsection 4.6) the adaptation process takes less than one
second (15 frames at 25fps) to be completed.

6 Conclusions
A vision based system, using monocular camera data, is presented in this paper. The system provides robust results by combining supervised and unsupervised methods, appropriate for maritime surveillance, utilizing an innovative
initialization procedure. The system offline initialization is achieved through
graph based SSL algorithm, suitable for large data sets, supporting users during segmentation process. Another advantage is the automated adaptation of
the system to new environments, in real time.
Extensive performance analysis suggest that the proposed system performs
well, in real time, for long periods without any special hardware requirements
and the without any assumptions related to scene, environment and/or visual
conditions. Such system is expected to significantly support the local authorities, or anyone interested in maritime surveillance without any significant
additional cost.
Further extensions of the system are possible in many fields. At first, incorporation of a target recognition system would be intriguing. Another idea
would be the operation in parallel with other proposed methodologies in a
voting-based system.
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